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Academy was front-page news in every Moscow paper.
It was announced that the rare and coveted status of Hero
of Socialist Labour together with the Order of Lenin, and
the Gold Medal 'Serp i Molot' (Sickle and Hammer),
were awarded to thirteen Academicians; and 168 scientists
received other decorations. Three out of the four pages of
Pravda were devoted to the Academy. The leading article
was entitled * Festival of Soviet Science \ The President
of the Academy, V. L. Komarov, wrote six half columns
on * Science and Work'. An interview with the eighty-
nine-year-old Academician Bach appeared under the title
4 Soviet Scientists are carrying on their Patriotic Duty with
Honour'. On 12 June the chorus of congratulation to
Soviet science became even louder. The President of the
Academy published an article in Izvestiya entitled * Glorify
our Motherland by new Scientific Discoveries*. Photo-
graphs of Komarov, Prianishnikov, and other veteran
scientists appeared in many papers and eminent Soviet
savants gave press interviews. On 13 June the newspapers
at last came out with some hint of the programme, and
Pravda carried a leader entitled * On the Eve of the Jubilee
Session of the Academy of Sciences \ Simultaneously
the guests began to arrive.
Altogether about 1,000 delegates attended the celebra-
tions: 145 Academicians, 201 corresponding members,
about 122 foreign scientists, and the balance, other Soviet
scholars. Attendance was by invitation only. Most of
the Russian delegates were in Moscow by 13 June, and ob
14 June the foreign guests (some of them having been given
no more than forty-eight hours' warning of the invitation)
began to arrive. The three Canadians came via Alaska
and Siberia in a Soviet plane. The Americans came via
the Atlantic and Teheran. Two Soviet planes brought the
British delegation via Hamburg.1 Other Soviet planes
1 At the last moment Mr. Churchill refused to allow eight members
gf $ie British delegation to attend. He explained that at the present
stage of the war against Japan these eight were needed in Britain,

